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/tr/tʃ/ ‘Trains and chains, Trains and tricks’ Teachers’ Notes 
 

Purple Hippo 
 
Rationale – this set of material focuses on accurately hearing and producing the 
phonemes /tr/tʃ/ which are frequently mispronounced by many learners. 
Below is a suggested guide for using the materials, with timings. Teachers should feel 
free to adapt the materials and plan according to the needs of the class.  
 
 
Phase 1 (15 minutes) 
Introduce the phonemes that being studied. Focus on the sounds /tr/ and /tʃ/ . 
Using two simple words, such as ‘Train’ and ‘chain’, drill pronunciation with 
the class. Model and explain how the position of the tongue is the crucial 
difference between the two, while airflow and lip position are the same. 
 
 
Phase 2 (15 minutes) 
Teacher dictation phase – a very important phase, in my experience, as 
students often have profound difficulty in accurately distinguishing similar 
sounds, even when carefully formed by a native speaker. 
Project the table of words (Sheet 1) being studied onto the whiteboard (so 
make sure it’s ready in the T Drive. You can reduce it if necessary.)  
The teacher can then quickly model the words before dictating a random ten of 
them, which the students write in their books. 
Check answers – an easy way is for the students to number the words 1-10 on 
sheet 1 on the whiteboard, using board pens. 
 
 
Phase 3 (15 minutes) 
Teacher dictation 2 – Phase 2 can be followed up with a board race game 
of two teams, each with a differently coloured marker pen. One player from 
each team approaches the board. The aim is to circle the word that the teacher 
says. 
To familiarise the sts with the words, play a board race game – divide class 
into two teams, giving each a different colour board pen. A player from each 
team has to race to the board and circle the actual word that the teacher says. 
Finish with Group drilling practice – the whole class says each word as the 
teacher points to it on the WB. 
 
 
 
Phase 4 (15 minutes) 



Student-student dictation 
Another very valuable phase. In groups of 4, students write down, then dictate, 
a list of six words that they choose from those on the board. The other 
students write down these on mini-whiteboards or on paper. The students then 
compare the results – pronunciation errors are often revealed at this stage. It is 
much better to use groups of 4 – if done in pairs, there is a chance that the 
listening student will make a correct guess on a badly pronounced item – this 
is far less likely in a group of four.  
 
 
Phase 5 (15 minutes) 
Student-student dictation mingle 
Each student forms a single ‘nonsense sentence’, using prepositions to link 
the words together, for example, ‘Train on chain in cheese on trees’. The 
nonsense element means that mispronounced words cannot be guessed 
correctly from context, while it gives practice in using the words as part of a 
longer chunk, rather than in isolation. 
Students mingle and exchange sentences. Final results could be checked by 
having the students write their own sentences in large letters on A4, and 
sticking these to the wall/whiteboard. 
 
 
 
Phase 6 (15 minutes / homework*) 
Meaning of vocabulary 
An activity to attach meaning to the vocabulary items already covered.  
As a class activity – students have Sheet 2 (in pairs), which has the definitions 
for the words already introduced. Students then use their knowledge and 
guesswork to fill in the first column in pencil. Next, the teacher gives the 
answers as dictation, as extra listening practice, before the answers are shown 
on the board. This can be done by projecting Sheet 2 onto the whiteboard, with 
the students completing the space using board markers. 
As homework – Students take home the 18 words (as Sheet 1 or copied into 
their notebooks) and Sheet 2 (as a photocopy or sent by email) to complete 
using a dictionary (online if necessary), before checking in class. 
Sheet 3 can be used to show the correct answers 
 
 
Phase 7 (30 minutes) 
Student-student information exchange 
Using the poem ‘Trains and chains’, (Sheets 4-6), students exchange 
information to complete the whole poem together. This can be done in pairs, or 
by changing partners after each line has been completed. 
 
Phase 8 (15 minutes) 
Student-student information exchange 
Using the poem ‘Trains and trucks’, (Sheets 7-8), students complete the poem 
as a running dictation in pairs or threes. 
 



 
1) 

Tr – ch words 
Purple Hippo 

 

 
cheese 

 

 
chew 

 
trick 

 
trap 

 

 
truck 

 
trees 

 
chick 

 

 
train 

 
chuck 

 
chain 

 

 
chap 

 
true 

 



 
2) 
 

 
Tr – ch words – definitions 

 
Purple Hippo 

 A dairy product – ‘Milk’s leap at 
immortality’ 

 Something done to annoy or deceive 
or amuse somebody. 

 An engine and wagons linked together 
– it travels on a railway line. 

 Verb – to catch or ensnare something. 
Noun – the means of catching 
something. 

 To continuously bite on something, 
normally before swallowing. 

 A vehicle that carries a lot of things – 
known in Britain as a lorry. 

 A number of things in a row – most 
commonly a series of linked metal 
hoops. 

 A young bird 
 

 A colloquial term, meaning to throw. 
 

 Large plants. 
 

 Another term for a man, especially in 
the UK. 

 Not false! 
 

 



 
 
3) 
 

 
Tr – ch words – Words and 

definitions 
Purple Hippo 

Cheese A dairy product – ‘Milk’s leap at 
immortality’ 

Trick Something done to annoy or deceive 
or amuse somebody. 

Train An engine and wagons linked together 
– it travels on a railway line. 

Trap Verb – to catch or ensnare something. 
Noun – the means of catching 
something. 

Chew To continuously bite on something, 
normally before swallowing. 

Truck A vehicle that carries a lot of things – 
known in Britain as a lorry. 

Chain A number of things in a row – most 
commonly a series of linked metal 
hoops. 

Chick A young bird 
 

Chuck A colloquial term, meaning to throw. 
 

Trees Large plants. 
 

Chap Another term for a man, especially in 
the UK. 

True Not false! 
 

 
 
 
 



4) 
Trains and chains 

Purple Hippo 
 

Train chain trees cheese true chew trick  
chick truck chuck trap chap 

  
Unlike trains and chains and cheese,  
Trees move gently in the breeze,  
And, unlike cheese, trees rarely smell,   
Well, if they do, you can’t quite tell 
Trees smell of trees and green and leaves  
Not of rotten, smelly feet, like cheese. 
 
Cheese, though smelly, is good to chew 
A better chew than trees, it is true 
To chew thick trees is no mean trick 
One chap did it, and he was sick 
His teeth were broken, his gums were raw 
(A good feller would use a cheap chainsaw) 

 
 
A cheery chap that chucks French cheeses 
At anybody that he pleases 
Should be careful if he chucks  
At the truckers in their trucks 
And even more wary near trains 
As he may find himself in chains 
For train drivers are rarely patient 
When cheese is chucked in their station 
  
 
 
 



5) 
Trains and chains – Partner 1 

Purple Hippo 
      Train ______ trees ______ true ______ trick  

______ truck ______ trap ______ 
  
Unlike trains and chains and cheese,  
Trees move gently in the breeze,  
And, unlike cheese, trees rarely smell,   
Well, if they do, you can’t quite tell 
Trees smell of trees and green and leaves  
Not of rotten, smelly feet, like cheese. 
 
 
________, though smelly, is good to ________ 
A better ________ than ________, it is true 
To ________ thick ________ is no mean ________ 
One ________ did it, and he was sick 
His teeth were broken, his gums were raw 
(A good feller would use a cheap ______saw) 

 
 
A cheery chap that chucks French cheeses 
At anybody that he pleases 
Should be careful if he chucks  
At the truckers in their trucks 
 
And even more wary near ________ 
As he may find himself in ________ 
For ________ drivers are rarely patient 
When ________ is ________ed in their station 
 
 



6) 
Trains and chains – Partner 2 

Purple Hippo 
 

______ chain ______ cheese ______ chew ______  
chick ______ chuck  ______ chap 

  
Unlike ________ and ________ and ________,  
________ move gently in the breeze,  
And, unlike ________, ________ rarely smell,   
Well, if they do, you can’t quite tell 
________ smell of ________ and green and leaves  
Not of rotten, smelly feet, like ________. 
 
Cheese, though smelly, is good to chew 
A better chew than trees, it is true 
To chew thick trees is no mean trick 
One chap did it, and he was sick 
His teeth were broken, his gums were raw 
(A good feller would use a cheap chainsaw) 

 
 
A cheery _______ that _______s French _______s 
At anybody that he pleases 
Should be careful if he ________s  
At the ________ers in their ________s 
 
And even more wary near trains 
As he may find himself in chains 
For train drivers are rarely patient 
When cheese is chucked in their station 
 
 



7) 
Trains and trucks 

Purple Hippo 
 
 
Trains and trucks burst through the night 
 
From afar, like chains of light 
 
Faster than they really should 
 
Bringing things that are so good 
 
From Norway, trees chipped into wood 
 
And from the North, best Yorkshire pud 
 
And from the East, performing chicks 
 
With not uncertain magic tricks 
 
Tricks that bedazzle foolish chaps 
 
And lead them into fowlish traps 
 
Tricks performed with smoke and air 
 
Robbing chaps of underwear 
 
 

 



 
8) 

Trains and trucks 
Purple Hippo 

 
These words will help you to complete the text: 
burst afar Norway chipped Yorkshire pud 
performing uncertain bedazzle foolish fowlish 
performed underwear 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 


